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Problem: 
How do I configure an EBX-12 (Cobra) COM port for console output? 

Background: 
Console input and output can be redirected to a serial communications port on the EBX-12. 
Console redirection is implemented only on COM1 and requires the following: 

 A remote console device (such as a laptop computer) connected to the Cobra’s COM1 
port using a full-handshake null-modem cable (see Null Modem below). 

 Communication parameters set to 115200 bps, 8 data bits, 1 stop bit, no parity, and no 
hardware or software flow control. 

 A terminal program (such as Windows HyperTerminal) on COM1. 
 Ctrl-C, Enter, or ESC detected on COM1 early during the power-on self-test (POST). 

Procedure: 
To configure the EBX-12 COM1 port for console redirection: 

1. Connect the remote console device to COM1 using a null-modem cable. 
2. Turn on the remote console and start HyperTerminal. 
3. Restart the Cobra. 
4. Press Ctrl-C, Enter, or ESC continuously until the console is redirected. 

Null Modem: 
The following diagram illustrates a typical DB9 to DB9 RS-232 null modem adapter.  

Note: There is no firm standard for null modem cables. We strongly recommend that you 
measure the pinout of your cable to verify compatibility with this diagram. 

System 1    <-->  System 2 

Name   Pin        Pin    Name 

----------------------------------- 

TX      3   <-->   2     RX 

RX      2   <-->   3     TX 

RTS     7   <-->   1     DCD 

CTS     8 

DSR     6   <-->   4     DTR 

DCD     1   <-->   7     RTS 

                   8     CTS 

DTR     4   <-->   6     DSR  

Notes: 

 Pins 7 and 8 are shorted together on each connector.  
 Unlisted pins have no connection. 

Technical Details of Console Redirection: 
The EBX-12 can operate with either a standard keyboard and VGA video monitor or a special 
emulation of a console. The emulation is transmitted over an RS-232 cable connected to a host 
computer that is running a terminal emulation program such as HyperTerminal. 
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The EBX-12 makes three checks early in the POST to determine if console redirection should 
be enabled or the standard keyboard and video system should be used: 

 First, the RS-232 handshaking lines are analyzed to see if the cable is connected to a 
booted host. If the cable is disconnected, or a booted host is not found, then the Cobra 
does not use console redirection. 

 Second, if a cable is detected, and a communication program is not running, the Cobra 
does not enable console redirection. 

 Third, if a communication program is running with the cable connected, POST requires 
the user to type any of three characters: ESC, Enter, or Ctrl-C. It is recommended that 
one of these characters be transmitted to the Cobra several times during POST (well 
before video appears) so that the character is received after the power supply has come 
up but before the POST tests are performed. 

If you press ESC on the remote console, then POST begins console redirection, and uses the 
ESC character as it would if the ESC key was pressed on the main console, to indicate that the 
BIOS should accelerate the memory test and boot the system more quickly. 

If you press Enter on the remote console, then POST begins console redirection and does not 
otherwise use the Enter key. 

If you press Ctrl-C on the remote console, then POST begins console redirection, and uses the 
Ctrl-C character as it would a Ctrl-C was typed on the main console, to indicate that CMOS 
Setup should be entered before booting. 

Note: HyperTerminal's default setting is to use flow control, which will render the console 
inoperative. To change this, create a new session, change the flow control setting to [none], 
save the session, and exit HyperTerminal. Then reinvoke HyperTerminal with the session, and it 
will operate with the new flow control setting. 

The EBX-12 supports emulation of standard PC keyboard and video monitor managed by INT 
10h (video) and INT 16h (keyboard) BIOS API services by emulating the keyboard and video 
services through INT 14h (serial port) BIOS API services. This makes it possible to use a 
terminal emulation program as the keyboard and video monitor of a system for which console 
redirection is active. 

Because console redirection works by intercepting INT 10h and INT 16h calls, it does not 
redirect direct screen memory writes or direct keyboard controller reads; these are commonly 
performed by operating systems. However, the pre-boot environment (except for the graphical 
splash screen), together with basic operating systems like DOS, can be used with a redirected 
console with this BIOS feature properly configured. 

The most widely-available terminal standard, ANSI, is used to support the functionality of the 
INT 10h and INT 16h services. 

The INT 10h video services provide for displaying characters on the screen, as well as other 
control functions like positioning the cursor and clearing the screen. When console redirection is 
in effect, INT 10h video requests are translated to INT 14h serial I/O requests. Cursor 
addressing and other control functions are handled with an "escape sequence," as it is known in 
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ANSI terminology. The escape sequence is a special control string sent to the terminal by the 
target that is not by itself displayed; instead, it performs a special function on the terminal, like 
changing the cursor's location. When the INT 10h handler receives a request to position the 
cursor, it transmits a special "direct cursor addressing" escape sequence in ANSI code to 
control the remote terminal's cursor position. The console redirector also handles form-feed 
characters by sending the "clear screen" escape sequence to the remote terminal. 

The INT 16h keyboard services provide for reading of the keyboard, checking for a keypress, 
and other functions. Console redirection handles reading and testing for input ready by issuing 
INT 14h (serial I/O) requests to perform these functions when console redirection is in effect. In 
addition, console redirection is able to handle function keys and arrow keys, by detecting the 
ANSI escape sequences transmitted by an ANSI terminal. When these are received, they are 
translated to the scan codes normally sent by a PC/AT keyboard. This allows remote keyboards 
to interact with CMOS Setup using the arrow keys.  
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